
 50lbs. / 22.7kgPer Bike =

spine (1X) bolt (1X) key (2X)

safety pin (1X)

front tray assembly (1X) rear tray assembly (1X)

tray bolt (4X) tray bolt (4X)

washer (4X)

washer (4X)

lock washer (4X) lock washer (4X)

lock washer (1X)

HoldUp EVO +2

adjustable wrenchflathead screwdriver

https://www.carid.com/yakima/


Using a flathead 
screwdriver remove 

the end cap from 
HoldUp EVO.

 

1 2 Insert the Plus2 base 
into the HoldUp tube, 

aligning holes.

order shown. 3 4 Pull the tilt lever and fold the 
HoldUp Evo all the way up 
until it locks into position.

B

D

A

C

5 Place the the lower 
tray assembly into 
position. Use the 
image as a guide to 
install the correct tray 
in the proper position.

B. Install the hardware
and fully tighten to 17

C. Place the upper
tray assembly into
position. Use the
image as a guide to
install the correct tray
in the proper position.

D. Install the hardware
and fully tighten to 17



Refer to your HoldUp EVO user 

Refer to your HoldUp EVO user manual 

 
 Push hooks against tires.

 Check that rear wheels are secured by the 
ratchet straps.

 Be sure all hardware is secured according 
to instructions.  

 

 If required attach safety flag for longer load.

 Pull the tilt lever and fold the HoldUp 
EVO all the way up until it locks into position.

“click”
“clic”

a
b

when lowering HoldUp EVO +2 
when loaded with bikes.

 wheels, if the wheelbase is less  
contact the wheel cup.  Ensure that the wheel strap is pulled tightly, 

  inflated, and centered on the tray.

Keep in mind with certain bikes the lowest point may be the 
bike wheel.



Do not carry 
by the tilt 

levers.

 Use the built in bottle 
opener to enjoy a refreshing beverage!

Periodically it may be necessary to adjust 
the tension of the swing arms. Use a 5 mm 

hex wrench to make the adjustment.

In addition, some undersized receivers may not accept this product. If you do not 
know the capabilities of your hitch receiver, consult an automotive professional.

Do not 
overtighten!

Accept no compromises, choose only quality roof racks and cargo carriers.

https://www.carid.com/roof-racks.html

